
Pacific Northwest Garlic Mustard Working Group Meeting (Fall 2017) 

Montgomery Park, Rooms 452 A/B, 2701 NW Vaughn St, Portland, OR 97210 

Thursday, November 9, 2017, 10 am - 2:30 pm 

“The Pacific Northwest Garlic Mustard Working Group is a collaboration between invasive plant 

managers and field staff working on surveying and control of garlic mustard (Alliaria petiolata) in 

Oregon, Washington, British Columbia and Alaska. Together, by sharing observations, identifying 

challenges and discussing survey and treatment strategies, the working group enhances the collective 

understanding of garlic mustard impacts and solutions across the region. Developing a platform for 

collaboration promotes timely sharing of key information and supports a region-wide effort to contain 

and decrease garlic mustard presence in the Pacific Northwest.” 
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Remote Attendees  

Beth Myers-Shenai Oregon Dept of Agriculture 

Chris Pirosko Jackson CWMA/Southern Oregon contractor 

Kris Schaedel Hood River SWCD  

Thera Lombardi Rogue Basin Partnership 

 
 
Introductions & Icebreaker (organization, role in garlic mustard mgmt, best/worst garlic mustard 
moment of past two years) 
 
East Multnomah SWCD (Jon Wagner and Chris Aldassy) – Surprised to find no garlic mustard at all on an 
island in the Sandy River previously infested. The island was inundated this winter.  
 
King County (Maria Winkler and Karen Peterson) – Noted an incident where garlic mustard was spread 
from a parent site (Golden Gardens Park) to a knotweed site they manage.  
 
Regional Survey Strategies to Detect New Populations & Management Gaps 
Part 1: Identify areas that aren't managed and where we need to look harder/ high-risk area for GM, 
known gaps. 
 
Factors for getting all garlic mustard in a management area (or not): funds available, time, weather and 
crew availability  
 
Chris Aldassy, EMSWCD- Their strategy is to contain garlic mustard to Corbett area, not treat within 
Corbett area (except for roadsides). It was decided several years ago not to treat in Corbett because of 
expense and difficulty in accessing (cliffs in gorge, etc). Also a biocontrol agent was looking promising at 
the time. They do perform vector control on the railroad, which is next to Hwy84. These tracks head 
east-west along the Columbia River Gorge on OR side area – a likely important vector. 
 ACTION (Jon/Chris): Will be expanding treatment area in coming years.  
 
Jeff Lesh & Lindsey Karr, Clackamas SWCD- Lower Clackamas River islands were identified as a current 
gap. More work needed there, but they are catching up. ACTION (Jeff/Lindsey): Exploring options. 
 
Casey Gozart & Denielle Cowley, Clark County - 2 densely populated GM areas that they are trying to 
contain by treating public lands every year. The gaps include Lower Salmon Crk upstream of I-5 & City of 
Camas area. About 6 satellite populations that they also try to contain. Private props aren't getting 
done. ACTION (Casey & Denielle): Continue containment measures & evaluate.  
 
Jim Cathcart- reported a large patch at Lower Beaver Crk, Troutdale- feedback was that it wasn't in 
anyone's treatment plan (right behind Metros signs... ) EMSWCD knows about it. Lower Beaver Crk 
Canyon has a lot of GM on really steep, unstable slopes. From Stark St to Sandy River. Probably City of 
Troutdale property. ACTION (Jon): Reach out to Metro to see if they plan on treating, at least partially. 
 



Jon Wagner-- EMSWCD knows about that patch. They couldn't take on that canyon patch and also get 
their other work done. Drew a line in the sand for Troutdale because they don't have the resources to 
treat it. Goal- to keep it out of Upper Sandy, National Forest, and Gorge. Some trails in Troutdale are 
managed.  
 
Kris Schaedel, Hood River SWCD- 2 locations w/in Hood River County, they will expand surveys to try to 
capture that. ACTION (Kris): Will expand surveys.  
 
Michelle Delepine- Umatilla is managing headwaters, eastern front of GM, and select areas along 
riparian area lower in watershed, but portions of the watershed are not being managed.  
 
Jeff Lesh, Clackamas SWCD- Ladd Hill area, west of Wilsonville. At least 1 large property that we can't 
work on, and a lot left to be surveyed. 
 
Michael Crabtree, Yamhill SWCD- NE Yamhill Co where it meets Clackamas- lots of questions about what 
the infestation there really is like. He knows of sites that probably aren't being managed enough.  
 
Emily Stevenson, Skamania Co Noxious Weed Control Program- Spokane has areas that probably aren't 
being managed enough (she's heard that their management is not great, doesn't know details). 
ACTION (WSDA?): Follow up with local Spokane contacts… 
 
Vern Holm, Western Invasives Network- 1, outside of Forest Grove, along Gales Creek- the new Tualatin 
weed folks will presumably be working on it? 2, along Scappoose River, intermittent work w/ Scappoose 
Bay watershed council, not sure how much work they're actually doing—very funding dependent. 
ACTION (Michelle): Follow up with Clean Water Services and Scappoose Bay WC to discuss needs. 
 
Lindsey Wise, PSU iMapInvasives- Outside Astoria, NCLC found a patch and think it’s someone's garden 
dumping site. Unknown source, ongoing contributions. Lindsey got it from an iNaturalist report from 
Mel Reich and a parks person. She doesn’t know who's treating it. Clatsop SWCD knows about it, unsure 
on what follow-up has been done. Lindsey Wise will send the report to Vern. Update: On ODA’s radar 
and recommends OSWB funding request. Local entity (Clatsop SWCD) unable to control anything 
without dedicated funds for work. ACTION (Beth Myers-Shenai): Follow up with local weed authority.  
 
Part 2:  Barriers to treatment: 
Jeff Lesh CSWCD- There's too much GM. Other weeds are more important and less abundant. However, 
garlic mustard surveys lead to finding other less abundant EDRR species.  
 
Beth Myers-Shenai says the Astoria site would be a good candidate for a Weed Board grant, because it is  
an outlier site and they like to prioritize those. 
 
East Mult SWCD- they figured out it would cost $250,000/year - $350,000 for 10+years of treatment to 
treat Troutdale sites. They're more concerned with vectoring, they treat trailside sites to try to prevent 
that. It's a funding and staff issue for them. They recently presented their cost analysis to the board at 
their strategic plan meeting, but they're not optimistic on the board prioritizing it. The Troutdale 
population is not in pristine natural areas, its urban, weedy sites that are low priority for EMSWCD's 
goals.  
 



Michael Crabtree- "everything in Yamhill Co is limited by funding" - they couldn't do a county-wide 
survey for GM at this point. They know they have GM and a large vector that is spreading over the 
county, but they haven't surveyed the whole county and don't really know what's out there. They don't 
have a designated weed person on staff. Their current strategy has been to get a call, go out and do a 
survey, and then sometimes treat right at that point if they can.  
ACTION (Vern/Michael/Beth): Discuss options, pursue funding.  
 
Mitch Bixby- Creeks on west side of west hills of Portland. They prioritize streets over creeks because 
they are more likely to be vectors. The creeks are all in people's backyards. Time, weather, and crew 
factors have limited their treatments. Even if they had the $, they'd have to spend it all in a 2-week time 
period- Mitch's paradigm is on spring treatment only.  
 
Michelle- what could we do outside that 2wk window to increase treatments? Clark and Skamania Co 
have had success with fall treatments.  
 
Maria Winkler, King Co- Pre-emergents Surflan and Gallery (4oz/acre max label rate, fairly safe, a low 
rate) are being experimented with/used and it looks promising. Timing of application is in fall, lasts 
about 3 months, then go back in late winter for 2nd treatment. Can be very effective in reducing amount 
of field work in spring. But, if you have mixed forbs it’s not a good idea because it is a pre-emergent and 
will negatively affect seedling recruitment. It's good for ROW sites and they are experimenting with use 
on steep slopes. Also good on active restoration sites because they are going to be replanted /re-seeded 
anyways. ACTION (Maria Winkler, Karen Peterson): Report back on pre-emergent trials this spring, etc. 
 
Chris Pirosko, Southern Or- Does fall rosette control really reduce spring work? 
 
Blaine Kisler, Clark Co-  Yes, it makes a big difference. Timing of fall triclopyr treatments- has to be after 
a good amt of rain to soften ground and before 1st hard frost. 
 
Maria Winkler, King Co- Imazapyr in summer has been good because its so slow-acting. 
 
Blaine- Couldn't convince state to give $ King and Clark Co probably 
 
WA Dept Ag has only about $15,000/year for all class A weeds for the entire state, they tend to give 
$1500 grants... not worth the paperwork. New sites/populations would probably be more likely to get 
funding. 
 
Danielle Cowley- Clark Co does not have an assessment (such as King Co). If it’s a mandatory 
requirement, Clark Co can do it. But, the divisions only want to spend what they have. 
 
Beth- ODA-Oregon State Weed Board likes to give funding to projects with a good track record and have 
made good progress, as well as outlying sites that are outside the main infestation area (like the 
aforementioned Astoria site) including outliers that are in the greater Portland Metro area. Contact her 
or Glen Miller. Offered to look at draft proposals before submitting to let you know if it’s competitive. 
ACTION (Oregon contacts): Explore OSWB funding options, if not already. Contact local ODA rep.  
 
Carri Pirosko in SW Oregon would be the ODA contact to talk to for SW OR grant funding. 
 
2009 Skamania GM work began  



Improving Prevention Strategies 
 
Lots of discussion on how to prevent us and contractors from vectoring. 
 
Maria Winkler, King Co - They've been trying to get the word out to their partners who are working in 
those GM sites. They have a big boot-cleaning program. At a recent Parks pesticide recertification 
seminar, they did a 20-min presentation on how to clean gear! They used a video from Play Clean Go. 
The general public and volunteers in parks seem to be really excited about cleaning their boots. They're 
going to be changing their literature to reflect this paradigm. It's important to "deputize" the public to 
help out. Most people just don't even know that they could be a vector.  
ACTION (All): Ensure prevention language is included in literature you develop and/or distribute. 
Consider developing catchy phrase(s) to add to brochures, etc.  
 
Blaine Kisler, Clark Co- At an Earth Day event, he saw some organization doing the following for 
volunteers - before you could get a t-shirt, you had to wash your boots! They had their wristband 
marked if they washed boots.  
 
Jeff Lesh, Clackamas SWCD- Explore other motivators for keeping boots clean. It’s not just about boots, 
it’s about keeping mud off if you walk inside (they have a water jet at their back door). 
 
Maria Winkler, King Co - Encourage people to keep equipment clean, it tends to break less if its clean - 
outreach to crew bosses so they don't have to replace equipment as often. 
 
Blaine Kisler - Outside of GM season, they forget that GM exists at a site! So, they often don't wash 
boots, even though the seeds are still there. Granted, it’s usually not muddy then, but it’s still good to 
keep it in mind. 
 
Maria Winkler - Put a sign on the dash of contractor/staff trucks that says, "Boots Brushed?" They will be 
making stickers. 
ACTION (Maria, Jon, others): Develop “Boots Brushed?” sticker and distribute 
 
Mike Crabtree, Yamhill SWCD- How do you instruct crews w/ big machinery to clean? Pressure washer? 
Blower? Technically speaking, how do you physically do this? 
 
Michelle, West Multnomah SWCD- Any mud can contain GM seeds, esp in clay soils 
 
Maria Winkler- Contractors who work for the county are required to have a cleaning setup to get the 
bid. Or, just don't let contractors into really heavily infested areas, because you can't always trust them 
to clean.  
ACTION (All): Explore requiring municipal maintenance and utility contractors to have a clean 
equipment protocol/clause in contracts. Don’t allow them in infested areas when possible.  
 
Jon Wagner, Chris Aldassy; East Multnomah SWCD- At first when GM hit the right-of-way, county 
mowers would mow it. But once it goes to seed, you really CANNOT mow it. That's the bigger risk than 
spreading it during the muddy season. 
 
Mike Crabtree- instructing contractors on how to actually do it is hard.  
 



Chris Aldassy, EMSWCD- Angie Kimpo (Portland Water Bureau)  has a vehicle wash station at Bull Run, 
she might have some ideas for cleaning big equipment.  
ACTION (Michelle): Follow-up with Angie Kimpo to discuss big equipment cleaning protocol, 
technology.  
 
Mitch Bixby- BES requires wheel washes.  
 
Lindsey Wise - NPS has protocols for washing big equipment, maybe their guidelines would be helpful. 
ACTION (Lindsey): Follow-up with NPS staff to inquire on practices.  
 
Mike Crabtree - Put a small gas or electric pressure-washer on nurse tank if they are set up for spraying? 
 
Danielle Cowley, Clark Co -She's seen that on a lot of road construction projects, you might have it in the 
specs, but unless the inspector actually says something about cleaning rigs, it’s not going to happen. 
 
Lindsey Karr, Clackamas SWCD – Plug-in power sprayer without herbicide to trailer hookup or car 
battery (it’s technologically possible!)  
 
Michelle - Should we require contractors to have water-powered cleaning equipment if they're going to 
be working on important sites C. Aldassy- worried they'd be limited by availability of crews. They had 
difficulty getting enough crew time booked in 2017. 
 
No one has tried power blowers to clean equipment.  
 
Mitch – It’s a massive cultural shift to get people to clean before they leave a site rather than after. 
 
Maria Winkler – It’s easy to quarantine sites, but no one really respects the Keep Out tape. A massive 
fence works ok though.  
 
Jeff Lesh, CSWCD- Be strategic about control. Do outreach and include "Play Clean Go" language in all 
public outreach, make it resonate in communities. 
 
MD - Get a pressure washer for our truck, let contractors use it when we're at the same site.  
 
Mike Crabtree - Use ATV sprayer? Runs off 12v battery. Or, use an old spray backpack.  
 
Summary- There are physical and cultural limitations to cleaning gear before leaving a site. Technically 
speaking its difficult at best. Culturally speaking you've got to change the way people think. 
 
Danielle Cowley - Skamania has boot brush stations, Parks Dept has Scout projects to put in boot brush 
stations. Locations are pre-determined, signs are already made. More community involvement this way. 
 
Emily Stevenson, Skamania Co - Gorge CWMA started in 2015, during Earth Day weekend, doing 
outreach at trailheads in the Gorge that already have boot brush stations. Good way to get the word 
out, 2016 seemed to have good success. 
 



Cyndi, Skamania Co - She manned one of the above stations. Got a comment from the public that the 
boot brush station was great for education, not just prevention. So, the effect of the boot brush station 
carries over even to places where there aren't boot brushes. 
 
Michelle - New prevention practice competition proposed- lets work on it during the winter and let 
everyone else know about what we did, to increase momentum and pressure each other to do this. 
ACTION (All): Explore how prevention can be better incorporated into your IPM plan. Brag about your 
prevention improvements to the list-serv.  
 
Last questions from the folks on the phone: 
 
Kris Schaedel, Hood River - Does anyone have experience using LO's as contractors, specifically LOs who 
have an organic orchard and have tillers, getting them to use it at the right time can be very helpful to 
their handpulling crews. So they are considering paying LOs to do treatments at very specific times.  
 
Beth, ODA - weed board grants give cost-share to herb applications (a bit different than paying LOs to do 
the work themselves). Usually LOs don't get paid, just get the chemical cost paid for. Weed Board would 
probably not fund paying LO for their time/equipment use, because there are so many LOs who are 
"willing to step up and do the right thing without being paid for it" 
 
Lunch BREAK 
 
Working Lunch/ Partner Round Table Updates 
 
IMP matrix reviewing/finalizing 
 
WA/OR Invasive Species Councils Collaboration, Justin Bush & Jalene Littlejohn 
 
Data and Mapping Centralization, Jeff Lesh 
 
Review, Next Steps 
 


